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Introduction
I A novel constraint-augmented reinforcement learning

framework to efficiently incorporate user preferences
over time for text-based interactive recommendation.

I Motivations:
I Natural-language (text-based) feedback provides

richer information for recommendation
I Flexible feedback with natural language may ignore

the previous interactions and keep recommending
similar items, violating user preference.

Background
Text-based Interactive Recommendation We consider
natural-language-based feedback provided by users:
I The system recommends an item to the user, with its

visual appearance.
I The user then views the recommended item and gives

feedback in natural language.
I The system then incorporates the user feedback and

recommends (ideally) more-suitable items.

I prefer ankle boots. I prefer shoes with 
suede texture.

I prefer ankle boots. I prefer shoes with 
moc toe.
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Formulated as Reinforcement Learning we can model
the recommendation-feedback loop as an MDP M =
〈S,A, P,R〉:
I st ∈ S: the state of the recommendation environment
I at ∈ A: the recommender-defined items from the can-

didate items set A
I P : the environment dynamic of recommendation
I R :: the reward function.
A constrained Markov decision process (CMDP) extends
the MDP framework by introducing the constraint C(s,a):

max
π∈Π

JR(π) =
∞∑
t=1

EP,π [R(st,at)] , s.t. JC(π) ≤ α .
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Fig. 1: Overview of the reward constrained recommender model.
When receiving the recommended images, the user gives natural-
language feedback, and this feedback will be used for the next
item recommendation, as well as preventing future violations.

We have the user feedback as constraints JC(πθ). Di-
rectly solving the CMDP is difficult, and we employ the La-
grange relaxation technique and get an equivalent problem
as:
min
λ≥0

max
θ
L(λ, θ, φ) = min

λ≥0
max
θ

[
JR(πθ)− λ · (JCφ

(πθ)− α)
]
,

Model Learning Specifically, the gradient can be esti-
mated using policy gradient as:

∇θL(θ, λ, φ) = EP,π[(r(st,at)
− λCφ(st,at))∇θ log πθ(st,at)] ,

∇λL(θ, λ, φ) = −(EP,π[Cφ(st,at)]− α) ,

Show me more shoes with 
laced up closure.

I prefer shoes with 
round toe.

I am looking for ankle.

I want the shoes with ankle 
strap.

I prefer 3in - 3 3/4in. Show me more shoes with 
close toe.

Fig. 2: Examples of generated comments by the user simulator.

Experimental Results
Evaluation Metrics
I SR@K: success rate after after K interactions;
I NI: number of user interactions before success;
I NV: number of violated attributes compared with the de-

sired attributes of users.

I want boots. I prefer knee 
high.

Show me shoes 
with round toe.

Good!

I prefer ankle. I want the shoes 
with pull-on closure.

I prefer ankle. I prefer the ones 
for women.(fail to meet the 

constraint of ankle) 

Show me more 
shoes with round toe.

I prefer elastic 
gore.

I prefer shoes for 
women.

Good!
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Fig. 3: Three use cases, from logged experimental results. (a)
and (b) are successful use cases by RCR. (c) is not successful
use cases by RL.
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Fig. 4: Number of Interactions (NI), Number of Violations (NV),
Success Rate@30 (SR@30) with respect to training iterations and
the values of λ in RCR with respect to number of samples. The
RL method converges much slower than the RCR.

SR@10 ↑ SR@20 ↑ SR@30 ↑ NI ↓ NV ↓
RL (Unseen) 19% 44% 63% 26.75± 1.67 70.02± 6.20
RL + Naive (Unseen) 52% 83% 94% 12.72± 0.93 16.47± 2.75
RCR (Unseen) 74% 86% 94% 10.91± 1.06 11.32± 1.98
RCR (Seen) 78% 91% 92% 10.34± 1.18 12.25± 2.99

Table 1: Comparisons between different approaches. Except the
row of RCR (seen) reporting results on training data, all the results
are on the test data with unseen items.


